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A Project John 832 trust writer will create a Single Operating Trust for you. 
 
The Project John single Trust is an Irrevocable Expressed Trust written in Common-Law 
language. This Trust establishes the jurisdiction of our God given rights to contract under Article 
1, section 10, clause 1: No State shall enter into any Treaty, Alliance, or Confederation; grant 
letters of Marque and reprisal; coin money; emit bills of credit; make anything but gold and 
silver coin a tender in payment of debts; pass any Bill of attender, ex-post Facto law, or law 
impairing the obligation of contracts, or grant any title of nobility. 
This Trust establishes the difference between the de facto Corporate Government and the lawful 
founding Government. This Trust claims under a Declaration all rights of living men and 
women. There are no signature lines, only autographs. Signatures are for dead entities (Your 
ALL- CAPS-NAME) and autographs are for living Natural persons, see Blacks Law 11th ed. 
Depending on how many Trustees and Beneficiaries the Trust has, it is between 49 to 77 pages. 
This Trust is a pure non-statutory Trust that meets the North American Industry Classification 
System Number (NAICS) 525920. 
This is a great starter Trust that is very reasonably priced. Most Statutory Trust cost between 
$2,500.00 to $3,500.00 for a single trust and $3,000.00 to $6,000.00 for a web trust from an 
attorney. All the attorney Trusts establish your jurisdiction in the admiralty/maritime courts to 
steal your assets while providing no support with implementing or operating within in a trust.  
The Project John Trust(s) include the following: 
The Indenture, By-laws, First Minutes, Beneficiary Certificates, Memorandum, Affidavit, 
Banking Resolutions, Instructions of how to open your Bank Account, a Certificate or Existence 
to record on public record, plus many supporting documents for your Trust(s).  
Access to a private Telegram Chat Group. Here you will have the opportunity to learn from 
others that have walked the path before you. You can ask questions and read all past questions 
and answers. This is a great resource for quick help. You will also receive bi-weekly zoom 
invites to presentations dealing with Trust. Here you will also be able to ask questions. These are 
both great opportunities to learn how to live a new life operating through a Trust.  
NOTICE: All Trust sales are final and there are NO REFUNDS. Make sure you are ready to 
purchase prior to purchasing. This is a NOTICE given as a fair warning to you prior to your 
purchase. 
Currently, we are only accepting Cashier’s Checks. Please do not send money orders or 
personal checks.  
 
Please Note: 
 

$1,000.00 

When your purchase and payment is received you will receive your 
Welcome letter containing instructions, link and passcode via the email 
that you provide. You will also receive a personal link to join the private 
Trust Telegram group and be added to the bi-monthly Zoom meetings. 


